Potential effects of cryogenic extraction biases on inferences drawn from xylem water deuterium isotope ratios: case studies using stable isotopes to infer plant water sources
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Abstract. Recent studies have demonstrated that plant and soilwater extraction techniques can introduce biases and uncertainties in stable isotope analyses. Here we show how recently documented δ2H biases resulting from cryogenic vacuum distillation of water from xylem tissues may have influenced the conclusions of five previous studies, including ours, that have used δ2H to infer plant water sources. Cryogenic extraction biases that reduce xylem water δ2H will also introduce an artifactual evaporation signal in dual-isotope (δ2H vs. δ18O) analyses. Calculations that estimate the composition of the source precipitation of xylem waters by compensating for their apparent evaporation will amplify the bias in δ2H, and also introduce new biases in the δ18O of the inferred pre-evaporation source precipitation. Cryogenic extraction biases may substantially alter plant water source attributions if the spread in δ2H among the potential end members is relatively narrow. By contrast, if the spread in δ2H among the potential end members is relatively wide, the impact of cryogenic extraction biases will be less pronounced, and thus suggestions that these biases universally invalidate inferences drawn from plant water δ2H are unwarranted. Nonetheless, until reliable correction factors for cryogenic extraction biases become available, their potential impact should be considered in studies using xylem water isotopes.

1 Introduction

Recent studies have suggested that commonly used methods for extracting water from soils and plant tissues may bias determinations of those waters’ isotopic δ18O and δ2H values (Barbeta et al., 2020a; Chen et al., 2020; Fischer et al., 2019; Gaj and McDonnell, 2019; Li et al., 2021; Newberry et al., 2017; Orlowski et al., 2018b, 2018a). Chen et al. (2020) have recently demonstrated that δ2H in xylem water extracted by cryogenic vacuum distillation averaged ~8.1 ‰ lower than both the plants’ source water and their transpired vapor, with the extraction bias varying by species from -5.2 to -10.9 ‰ δ2H. Regardless of whether this bias is introduced by cryogenic extraction itself (Chen et al., 2020), root uptake and within-plant transport (Barbeta et al., 2020a; Ellsworth and Williams, 2007; Poca et al., 2019), or sample handling routines (Fischer et al.,
evidence suggests that $\delta^2$H determined from cryogenically extracted plant xylem water can differ substantially from the $\delta^2$H of plant water uptake.

Such insights are important because they suggest how the resulting data should be interpreted and they enable progress towards developing correction factors to compensate for extraction biases. Chen et al. (2020), however, also state that such extraction artifacts are in “violation” of a “prerequisite” for using xylem water samples to infer source water isotope ratios. The implication of that statement is that $\delta^2$H in xylem water cannot be used to identify plant water sources. Our view is less absolute. All analytical work entails uncertainties and biases; the key question is whether they are large or small compared to the environmental signals that we seek to detect, measure, or interpret. Uncertainties and biases that are small compared to the signals of interest will have correspondingly small effects on the measured signals and the inferences that are drawn from them. Conversely, uncertainties and biases that are not small compared to the signals of interest can fundamentally alter the inferences that are drawn from environmental measurements. Biases are particularly problematic in this regard because they cannot be averaged out by more extensive sampling; on the other hand, if they are sufficiently predictable, one can potentially compensate for their effects.

As a simple mathematical illustration of these basic principles, we consider how the biases described by Chen et al. (2020) could affect a simple mixing model that partitions a xylem water sample $X$ (with an isotopic $\delta$ value of $\delta X$) among two end-members, shallow and deep soil waters $S$ and $D$ (with $\delta$ values of $\delta S$ and $\delta D$, respectively). The conventional end-member mixing equations yield the result that the fraction of $X$ attributable to end-member $S$ is

$$f_S = \frac{\delta X - \delta D}{\delta S - \delta D}, \tag{1}$$

and its standard error, as calculated by Gaussian error propagation, is (see, for example, the supplement to Kirchner and All\textsuperscript{2020}),

$$\text{SE}(f_S) = \sqrt{\left(\frac{1}{\delta S - \delta D}\text{SE}(\delta X)^2 + \frac{\delta D - \delta X}{(\delta S - \delta D)^2}\text{SE}(\delta S)^2 + \frac{\delta S - \delta X}{(\delta S - \delta D)^2}\text{SE}(\delta D)^2\right)}, \tag{2a}$$

or, equivalently,

$$\text{SE}(f_S) = \sqrt{\text{SE}(\delta X)^2 + (f_S \text{SE}(\delta S))^2 + ((1 - f_S) \text{SE}(\delta D))^2} \frac{1}{|\delta S - \delta D|}, \tag{2b}$$

where $\text{SE}(\delta X)$, $\text{SE}(\delta S)$, and $\text{SE}(\delta D)$ represent the standard errors of the isotope values of the xylem water and the two end-members. Now, what if the xylem water measurement does not yield the unmeasured value $\delta X$ but instead a biased value $\delta X^* = \delta X + \delta B$ (where $\delta B$ represents the bias)? In this case, end-member mixing will not yield the unbiased estimate $f_S$, but instead the biased estimate $f_S^*$,

$$f_S^* = \frac{\delta X^* - \delta D}{\delta S - \delta D} = \frac{\delta X + \delta B - \delta D}{\delta S - \delta D}, \tag{3}$$
and thus the distortion in the source fraction $f_S$ is

$$f_S^* - f_S = \frac{\delta B}{\delta S - \delta D} \cdot \frac{\delta S - \delta D}{\delta S - \delta D} = \frac{\delta B}{\delta S - \delta D}.$$  \hfill (4)

Equation (4) shows that if the bias $\delta B$ is a small fraction of the isotopic difference $\delta S - \delta D$ between the end members, it will introduce a correspondingly small distortion in the source fraction $f_S$. Conversely, if the bias $\delta B$ is not a small fraction of the isotopic difference $\delta S - \delta D$, the distortion in $f_S$ could be substantial. In principle, if the bias can be estimated, it can be subtracted to derive an estimate $f_S^*$ that is closer to the true source fraction $f_S$ than the biased estimate $f_S^*$,

$$f_S^* = \frac{\delta X^* - \delta B - \delta D}{\delta S - \delta D} = f_S^* - \frac{\delta B}{\delta S - \delta D}.$$  \hfill (5)

Equation (5) is mathematically equivalent to Eq. (1), but Eq. (1) cannot be employed in practice because if the xylem water extractions introduce bias, one will never measure the unbiased value $\delta X$ but instead only the biased value $\delta X^*$. This distinction matters because, although one can subtract the estimated bias $\delta B$, that estimate itself will be uncertain and thus will introduce additional uncertainty into the bias-corrected source fraction $f_S^*$, as follows:

$$\text{SE}(f_S^*) = \sqrt{\frac{\text{SE}(\delta X^*)^2 + \text{SE}(\delta B)^2 + (f_S^* \text{SE}(\delta S))^2 + ((1 - f_S^*) \text{SE}(\delta D))^2}{|\delta S - \delta D|} + \text{SE}(\delta B)^2(\frac{\text{SE}(\delta S)}{\delta S - \delta D})^2.$$  \hfill (6)

Readers should note that the major uncertainty in $\delta B$ may not arise from uncertainty in the isotope measurements used to estimate it, but instead from uncertainty in whether the experiments (including the specific plants) that were used to estimate $\delta B$ are relevant to the particular situations where those estimates are employed (i.e., in subsequent studies that will use different individual plants and perform the extractions in different labs). Readers should also note that $\text{SE}(\delta B)$ should be added (in quadrature) to $\text{SE}(\delta X^*)$ for other types of analyses as well, such as, for example, t-tests used to evaluate whether xylem water and groundwater isotope ratios are significantly different.

In the following section, we assess how the cryogenic extraction biases reported by Chen et al. (2020) could potentially alter the conclusions of five studies, including ours, that have used $\delta^2$H measurements in xylem water to identify plant water sources. The studies were selected because their analyses and inferences exhibit a range of sensitivity to potential biases, not because they are representative of the total body of literature. We increase the plant xylem water $\delta^2$H values reported in these previous studies by +8.1 ‰ to correct for the average -8.1 ‰ bias between cryogenically extracted xylem water and source water measured by Chen et al. (2020). We use simplified versions of the original papers’ data and analyses since we lack the data needed to fully replicate the original calculations, and thus our results should be taken as suggestive but not definitive. For one of the reviewed studies (Allen et al., 2019b), we have the raw data, and thus can show a more in-depth analysis of how cryogenic extraction $\delta^2$H biases can become amplified in dual-isotope applications. We do not address the
potential consequences of cryogenic extraction biases in soilwater samples, because the current literature lacks a sufficiently clear consensus on the magnitude, or even the direction, of such potential biases in soilwater extractions. Although further research is also needed to determine how cryogenic extraction biases in xylem water vary among species and among laboratories, we use -8 ‰ for purposes of illustration. We emphasize that the actual bias for any given species and any given laboratory's extraction procedures could differ substantially, in either direction, from this illustrative number.

2 Evaluation of bias-correction effects in previous studies

Case A: Water sources of riparian trees (Dawson and Ehleringer, 1991)

Dawson and Ehleringer (1991) compared δ²H values of cryogenically extracted xylem water from several categories of trees with soilwater, groundwater, and nearby streamwater. The xylem water δ²H of large streamside trees was -133.3 ‰, light enough relative to the nearly static streamwater δ²H of -121.4 ‰ to suggest that these trees used groundwater instead, based on the similarity between their xylem water δ²H and groundwater from nearby wells (-132.3 ‰). However, the groundwater and streamwater are separated by only 11 ‰ δ²H, so correcting the xylem water δ²H for a possible cryogenic extraction bias of -8.1 ‰ would raise it to -125.2 ‰, placing it closer to the streamwater than the groundwater (Fig. 1A). By contrast, the xylem water δ²H of younger, non-streamside trees (-89.6 ± 4.3 ‰ δ²H) was sufficiently different from both the groundwater and streamwater that neither would be a plausible water source, whether or not the xylem water samples were affected by cryogenic extraction artifacts. In this case, soilwaters (ranging from approximately -30 to -120 ‰ δ²H) are a more plausible water source, and cover a sufficiently wide isotopic range that this inference would be mostly unaffected by a -8.1 ‰ bias in xylem water δ²H (Fig. 1A).

Case B: Root water uptake of plants inferred from deuterium in a floodplain site, a cold desert site, and a mountain front site (Thorburn and Ehleringer, 1995)

In a floodplain site, δ²H averaged -27 ‰ in groundwater, -28 ‰ in deep soilwater, and -15 ‰ in shallow soilwater. The similar δ²H values in average groundwater and deep soilwater effectively preclude using them as distinct end members. Xylem water was reported as -25 ‰ δ²H, implying that the primary sources were groundwater and deep soilwater, but correcting for a presumed -8.1 ‰ bias would raise this xylem water value to -17 ‰, implying that nearly all water uptake was from shallow soils, not deep soils or groundwater. Because the potential cryogenic extraction bias is not small compared to the isotopic separation between the end members, it could substantially affect the inferred water source attribution.

In the cold desert site, δ²H averaged -91 ‰ in groundwater, -82 ‰ in deep soilwater, and -64 ‰ in shallow soilwater. These potential sources were more isotopically distinct than those in the floodplain site. The reported xylem δ²H of -73 ‰ was intermediate to the shallow and deep soilwater values, roughly matching soils of 0.2 to 0.4 m deep (see Fig. 5 in Thorburn and Ehleringer, 1995). If the xylem δ²H value were shifted by +8.1 ‰ to -65 ‰, to compensate for presumed cryogenic extraction biases, it would still overlap with the observed soil δ²H values at roughly 0.2 m depth. However, in a two-source
mixing model context, the uncorrected xylem water δ²H value of -73 ‰ would imply a roughly even mixture of shallow and deep soilwater, whereas the corrected value would imply that nearly all plant water uptake was sourced from the shallowest soil layers (Fig. 1B).

In Thorburn and Ehleringer's mountain-front site (the same study area described in Case A), the xylem water δ²H (-130 ‰) was nearly identical to groundwater (-131 ‰) and distinctly different from soilwater (-100 ‰), implying that groundwater was the dominant plant water source. If we correct for a presumed cryogenic extraction bias of -8.1 ‰, the xylem water δ²H value becomes -122 ‰, implying a potential 30% contribution from soilwater. Nonetheless, the isotopic difference between the soilwater and groundwater end members is large enough that groundwater would be identified as the dominant plant water source, whether or not the xylem water δ²H were corrected for cryogenic extraction artifacts.

Case C: Depth of soilwater used in a semi-arid forest across seasons (Kerhoulas et al., 2013)

Kerhoulas et al. (2013) quantified how water sources of Ponderosa pine trees varied across seasons; here we analyze the reported mean values from the dry season of Spring 2009 and the monsoon season of Summer 2010. In the dry season of Spring 2009, soilwater δ²H exhibited a strong gradient, from -37 ‰ at 0-2 cm depth to -81 ‰ at depths of 19-21 cm and 39-41 cm, respectively. The average xylem water δ²H of -92 ‰ suggested that the trees were using ~40 cm deep soilwater; if it were shifted by +8.1 ‰ to compensate for presumed cryogenic extraction biases, the xylem water δ²H would become -84 ‰, implying water uptake from depths closer to 20 cm (e.g., Fig. 1C). In the 2010 monsoon season, δ²H was -84, -79, and -95 ‰ for soilwaters from depths of 0-2 cm, 19-21 cm, and 39-41 cm, respectively, exhibiting a weaker gradient than was found during the dry season. Shifting the reported xylem δ²H of -95 ‰ by +8.1 ‰ to -87 ‰ would result in xylem δ²H better matching the δ²H of the shallowest soilwater rather than the deepest, or, alternatively, matching soilwater from a depth of roughly 30 cm. Because the highest soilwater δ²H was observed at an intermediate depth, the depth of plant water uptake cannot be unambiguously determined without additional information. This example illustrates how source attribution can sometimes be easier during dry periods, during which evaporative fractionation can develop strong δ²H soil-water gradients (Muñoz-Villers et al., 2018), and more difficult during rainy periods, when these gradients are partially erased by infiltrating precipitation (Sprenger et al., 2016).

Case D: Depth of soil-water uptake by tropical forest trees (Goldsmith et al., 2012)

Goldsmith et al (2012) showed that xylem water δ²H values in six tree species were consistent with the use of shallow soilwaters in a seasonally dry Mexican tropical forest. Here we reanalyze xylem water values and matching soilwater profiles for four of the six species, including one that was reported as using deeper sources than the others. Soilwaters from six sampling depths yielded a gradient of mostly decreasing δ²H, with values ranging from -12 to -35 ‰ at 5 cm, -23 to -28 ‰ at 15 cm, -29 to -39 ‰ at 30 cm, -40 to -50 ‰ at 50 cm, -49 to -75 ‰ at 70 cm, and -61 to -79 ‰ at 100 cm. Xylem water δ²H values in Q. lanceifolia, C. macrophyla, and M. glaberrima varied between -31 ‰ and -28 ‰, consistent with soilwaters from depths of roughly 5-30 cm. If these xylem water values were shifted by +8.1 ‰ to correct for presumed cryogenic extraction
biases, they would still be consistent with source waters from a similar range of depths. In this case, correcting for the presumed extraction bias would not imply greater use of the shallowest soilwater, because $\delta^2$H was often highest at roughly 15 cm depth (see Fig. 3 in Goldsmith et al 2012). If extraction biases differ by species, however, the high-to-low ranking in xylem $\delta^2$H across these three species may change because they are so close in value. The xylem water $\delta^2$H of A. latifolia was distinctly lower (-48 ‰), coinciding with soilwater $\delta^2$H from 50 cm deep; with a +8.1 ‰ shift, it would still overlap with soilwaters at 50 cm depths (Fig. 1D). The originally reported findings are therefore generally robust against cryogenic extraction bias, due to the large soilwater gradient (50 ‰ $\delta^2$H) and the relative coarseness of the inferences (e.g., xylem water was qualitatively matched with different depths of soilwaters, rather than being quantitatively divided into fractional uptake from multiple soil layers as in other studies).

Case E: Use of summer versus winter precipitation across sites and species (Allen et al., 2019b).

Allen et al. (2019b) analyzed xylem water from three tree species as a mixture of typical summer and winter precipitation across 182 Swiss forest sites. These seasonal end-members differed by 60 ‰ in $\delta^2$H, averaging -43 ‰ and -103 ‰ in summer and winter, respectively; seasonal variations in precipitation $\delta^2$H are generally large, especially at cold, high-elevation, or continental interior locations (Allen et al., 2019a). Average xylem water $\delta^2$H values of the three measured species were roughly intermediate to those potential sources; on average, beech (-84 ‰) and oak (-80 ‰) xylem were closer to winter precipitation than spruce xylem (-75 ‰) was. Increasing these values by +8.1 ‰ to compensate for presumed cryogenic extraction biases would place oak and beech values intermediate between the two sources and shift spruce values towards summer precipitation (Fig. 1E). Compared to the 60 ‰ difference between the seasonal end members, an adjustment of +8.1 ‰ is relatively small.

However, Allen et al.'s (2019b) analysis also sought to infer the original composition of the source precipitation in dual-isotope space, compensating for the effects of evaporative fractionation. This made their results more vulnerable to cryogenic extraction biases, as described in the next section.

3 Tracking $\delta^2$H biases through dual-isotope ($\delta^2$H and $\delta^{18}$O) applications

Many water isotope studies measure both $\delta^2$H and $\delta^{18}$O. Where measurements for both isotopes are available, $\delta^2$H has often been preferred because its environmental variability is typically ~8 times larger than that of $\delta^{18}$O but its analytical error is typically only ~3-7 times larger; thus $\delta^2$H’s analytical error, relative to its environmental variability, is usually somewhat smaller than $\delta^{18}$O's (see supplemental information to Wassenaar et al., 2018). However, cryogenic extraction biases appear to be much smaller for $\delta^{18}$O than for $\delta^2$H in xylem water (Chen et al., 2020), potentially making $\delta^{18}$O a more reliable tracer for plant-water studies. Ultimately, a more robust approach would be to use both isotopes independently, accounting for their respective biases and uncertainties. Each can thus provide a consistency check for the other; if the $\delta^2$H and $\delta^{18}$O values suggest different interpretations, the reason for the discrepancy should be investigated.
Measurements of $\delta^2$H and $\delta^{18}$O have been widely used to infer evaporative fractionation of water samples. The cryogenic extraction biases identified by Chen et al. (2020) would cause waters derived from precipitation to plot $\sim$5-11‰ below the meteoric water line, even in the absence of any evaporative fractionation. Thus these cryogenic extraction biases could lead researchers to infer evaporative fractionation where none has actually occurred (Fig. 2A).

Measurements of $\delta^2$H and $\delta^{18}$O have also been used to correct for the putative effects of evaporation, and thus to infer the isotopic composition of the original precipitation source, before any evaporative fractionation had occurred (Allen et al., 2019b; Benettin et al., 2018; Bowen et al., 2018; Evaristo et al., 2015). Here we consider how cryogenic extraction biases could affect the inferred isotopic compositions of such pre-evaporation source waters. Evaporative fractionation enriches liquid water along slopes of 2.5 to 5‰ $\delta^2$H per ‰ $\delta^{18}$O (Benettin et al., 2018), and the pre-evaporation source is typically inferred from an evaporated sample by extrapolating back along this evaporation line to its intersection with the meteoric water line.

The cryogenic extraction biases described by Chen et al. (2020) imply that xylem samples may plot, on average, $\sim$8‰ farther below the meteoric water line than they otherwise would (Fig. 2B). If such a biased sample is extrapolated back along its putative evaporation line, it will intersect the meteoric water line far below the $\delta^2$H and $\delta^{18}$O values of its true source water (Fig. 2B). The magnitude of the resulting bias will vary depending on the slopes of the evaporation line and the meteoric water line. For evaporation slopes ranging from 2.5 to 5.0 and a meteoric water line with a slope of 8, a cryogenic extraction bias of $-$8.1‰ in $\delta^2$H will shift the inferred pre-evaporation source waters by $-$1.5 to $-$2.7‰ $\delta^{18}$O and $=$11.8 to $-$21.6‰ $\delta^2$H, substantially amplifying the original bias in $\delta^2$H and introducing biases in $\delta^{18}$O (Fig. 2B).

If xylem samples are affected by cryogenic extraction biases, correctly estimating their original source waters requires first correcting for the extraction bias, before extrapolating this bias-corrected sample back along its putative evaporation line to the meteoric water line (Fig. 2C). We have applied this approach to the original data of Allen et al. (2019b) to illustrate how their estimates of evaporation-compensated (but not bias-corrected) source waters (Fig. 3A) differ from source waters that are both bias-corrected and evaporation-compensated (Fig. 3B). Using Allen et al.’s full data set and original code, we adjusted each xylem water value by $+$8.1‰ $\delta^2$H to correct for presumed cryogenic extraction biases. We then extrapolated these bias-corrected values along site-specific evaporation lines (with slopes varying from 2.9 to 3.1, depending on temperature and humidity) to intersect the local meteoric water lines (whose slopes also varied from site to site), yielding inferred pre-evaporation source waters that were $+$12.6 to $+$13.1‰ heavier in $\delta^2$H than those reported by Allen et al. (compare Figs. 3A and 3B). If the full range of biases ($-$5.2 to $-$10.9‰ $\delta^2$H) reported by Chen et al., (2020) were applicable here, it would imply that the bias-corrected, evaporation-compensated source waters could range from $+$8.1 to $+$17.7‰ $\delta^2$H higher than those without bias corrections.

Correcting for these presumed cryogenic extraction biases substantially weakens Allen et al.’s conclusion that there was an unexpectedly large amount of winter precipitation in mid-summer xylem water. A $+$8.1‰ shift in xylem $\delta^2$H increases the reported seasonal origin index values of beech, spruce, and oak from $-$0.8, $-$0.1, and $-$0.6, respectively, to $-$0.3, $+$0.3, and $-$0.2 (where $-$1.0 reflects all winter precipitation and $+$1.0 reflects all summer precipitation in xylem water; see Allen et al., 2019b).
This example demonstrates how measurement biases can propagate through post-processing steps and become substantial, even in this case where there is a large $\delta^2$H difference between the summer and winter precipitation end members. Conversely, however, because any such biases (and their corrections) apply similarly to all of the xylem water samples, they have minimal effects on Allen et al.'s conclusions drawn from cross-site and inter-species comparisons, such as the greater use of summer precipitation in more humid sites, or the conclusion that beech and oak use less summer precipitation than spruce does (Fig. 3).

4 Further thoughts on uncertainties and error propagation

In addition to the potential cryogenic extraction biases in xylem water $\delta^2$H, uncertainties in quantifying the $\delta^2$H of end-members and mixtures should also be considered. Numerous researchers have provided code, software, and guidance regarding mathematical approaches to tracking uncertainties through mixing model analyses and using those uncertainties to assess the quality of inferences (Kirchner and Allen, 2020; Ogle et al., 2014; Phillips et al., 2014, 2005; Phillips and Gregg, 2001; Rothfuss and Javaux, 2017).

Here we illustrate how the range of -5 to -11‰ $\delta^2$H in cryogenic extraction biases among different tree species analyzed by Chen et al., (2020) could introduce additional uncertainty into estimates of plant water sources. We first consider a simple two-source mixing model using only the shallow and deep soils (-15 and -28 ‰ $\delta^2$H, respectively) at Thorburn and Ehleringer's (1995) floodplain site as candidate end members (Fig. 1B). Thorburn and Ehleringer's reported xylem water $\delta^2$H from this site (-25 ‰) would imply that 20% of tree water uptake was derived from the shallow soil, but this shallow water fraction would increase to 60% if a +5 ‰ correction for cryogenic extraction were applied, and to >100% if a +11 ‰ correction were applied. The same mixing model applied to soil and groundwater (-100 and -131 ‰ $\delta^2$H, respectively) at Thorburn and Ehleringer's (1995) mountain-front site implies that soilwater would account for 3% of tree water uptake if the original xylem water $\delta^2$H (-130 ‰) were used, but 20% if a +5 ‰ correction for cryogenic extraction were applied, and 40% if a +11 ‰ correction were applied. These examples demonstrate that mixing model solutions are more sensitive to measurement uncertainties when differences between the end-member values are small. It should be noted that these calculations do not consider the uncertainties in the end-member values, which add to the uncertainty in the mixing model solution (and more so when the end-member $\delta^2$H values are closer to one another).

These uncertainties could be important even when only comparing xylem waters to other xylem waters. The cryogenic extraction biases estimated by Chen et al. (2020) vary from -5.2 to -10.9 ‰ $\delta^2$H among different species, potentially complicating any cross-species comparisons that rely on xylem $\delta^2$H differences of similar magnitudes. Clearly more work is needed to determine how cryogenic extraction biases vary among plant species and among individuals within species, as well as how they vary with the extraction procedures that are used (Barbeta et al., 2020b; Fischer et al., 2019; Millar et al., 2018; Zuecco et al., 2020).
5 Conclusion

Our analysis shows that recently reported cryogenic extraction biases in xylem water $\delta^2$H are large enough to substantially affect inferences about plant water sources in many field settings. However, similar findings are likely to be only minimally affected, if they come from settings where the isotopic differences among the potential end-members are sufficiently large. Thus, conclusions drawn from cryogenically extracted xylem water $\delta^2$H are neither generally valid nor generally invalid; what matters is the size of the potential extraction artifacts in relation to the isotopic signals in the data. Further work to quantify potential extraction artifacts will hopefully yield correction factors for a range of species and extraction protocols. These are urgently needed because evidence does not support using 8.1 ‰ $\delta^2$H as a universal correction factor, although it was adopted here for illustrative purposes. In the meantime, xylem water isotope applications should be designed so that their conclusions will not be overly sensitive to known or suspected biases and uncertainties, including the potentially large uncertainties that arise from environmental heterogeneity (see, e.g., von Freyberg et al., 2020; Goldsmith et al., 2019). As demonstrated here, sensitivities to suspected biases can easily be evaluated. Thus imperfect measurements of plant and soil stable isotopes can continue to support useful inferences about plant-water relations, if study designs are appropriately matched to their likely biases and uncertainties.
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Figure 1 Xylem water δ²H values from five field studies, with and without a +8.1 ‰ adjustment to compensate for presumed cryogenic extraction biases (open and filled circles, respectively), overlaid on δ²H values of potential source waters (colored bars). The meanings of the colored bar widths are study-specific, reflecting the following: ±1 standard deviation in stream and groundwater and the range of observations in soilwater (1A; Dawson and Ehleringer, 1991); ±1 ‰ because uncertainties were not reported (1B; Thorburn and Ehleringer, 1995); ±1 standard error (1C; Kerhoulas et al., 2013); the range in soilwater values at 70-100 cm (deep), 50 cm (mid-depth), and 5-30 cm (shallow) (1D; Goldsmith et al., 2012); 95% prediction intervals (1E; Allen et al., 2019b). More details about the source data are available in Table S1. A -8.1 ‰ cryogenic extraction bias (or, conversely, a +8.1 ‰ correction for it) will shift the relationship between the xylem water and potential source waters (and thus the inferred source attribution) more when the differences among the potential sources are smaller.
Figure 2 Implications of δ²H biases in dual-isotope space. A) Measurements of xylem water that would otherwise lie on the meteoric water line (implying no evaporative fractionation since that water fell as precipitation) will instead fall below the line if the water extraction process introduces a negative bias in δ²H. This bias thus creates an apparent evaporation signal in dual-isotope space, and also artifically suggests that the pre-evaporation source waters are lower in both δ²H and δ¹⁸O than the actual sources are. B) Biases in δ²H will be amplified if they are translated to inferred pre-evaporation source waters. For example, an initial precipitation source with values of -5.0 ‰ δ¹⁸O and -30 ‰ δ²H could evaporate, becoming enriched in heavy isotopes along an evaporation line with a slope of 4 (the solid red arrow), resulting in xylem water with isotope values of -2.5 ‰ δ¹⁸O and -20 ‰ δ²H. If the measured δ²H includes a cryogenic extraction bias of -8.1 ‰ (and thus is -28 ‰ δ²H rather than the true value of -20 ‰), the apparent isotopic signature of the xylem water will suggest substantially more evaporation than actually occurred. Attempting to correct for this apparent evaporation, by extrapolating back to the meteoric water line along a slope of 4 (the dashed red arrow), will yield an apparent pre-evaporation source at -7.0 ‰ δ¹⁸O and -46 ‰ δ²H. Thus the resulting bias in the apparent pre-evaporation source will be -2 ‰ in δ¹⁸O and -16 ‰ in δ²H, relative to the true pre-evaporation source. C) If the size of the extraction bias is known, the measured xylem water can be corrected for this bias (black arrow), yielding a better estimate of the true xylem water isotope signature (black dot). Then, by evaporation-compensating the bias-corrected value (dashed red arrow), the true pre-evaporation source water can be inferred.
Figure 3  Evaporation-compensated xylem source water $\delta^2$H reported by Allen et al., 2019b (A) and the same source waters after adjusting the xylem values by +8.1‰ $\delta^2$H to correct for presumed cryogenic extraction bias, and after repeating Allen et al.'s evaporation-compensation calculations (B). The evaporation-compensation procedure amplifies the effects of the presumed extraction bias to 12.6-13.1‰ $\delta^2$H, depending on the slopes of the local evaporation line and the local meteoric water line at each site (see Sect. 3). Correcting for the presumed extraction bias weakens the apparent dominance of winter precipitation at most sites. However, it has little effect on across-site trends (such as the weaker dominance of winter precipitation at wetter sites – note the trend from left to right in both panels) and on the differences among species (compare differently colored symbols in both panels).